
DOHA: Lionel Messi helped keep Argentina’s
World Cup bid alive with the first goal in a 2-0 vic-
tory over Mexico on Saturday. Defeat to outsiders
Saudi Arabia in their opening Group C match in
Qatar had left Argentina on the brink, knowing
another loss would spell the end of their tournament
chances. But the Albiceleste just edged a disjointed
and tetchy affair against their fellow Latin
Americans at the Lusail stadium in Doha. And who
else but the mercurial Messi should be the hero, fir-
ing home a low shot from 20 yards on 64 minutes,
before Enzo Fernandez added a thunderbolt second
goal for Argentina three minutes from time.

“The first game cost us,” said Messi. “We knew
that we had to win today, that another World Cup
was starting for us and we knew how to do it. “It
was a tough game to pick ourselves up for because
Mexico play well. “The played the first half with
intensity but the second half we relaxed and
became ourselves again.” Messi’s goal meant he
tied the late Diego Maradona on eight goals and 21
appearances at the World Cup for Argentina.

It came a day after Argentines marked the sec-
ond anniversary of Maradona’s death. The goals
were two rare moments of quality in an often poor
and tense encounter where the occasion seemed to
get to everyone, except seven-time Ballon d’Or
winner Messi. But Argentina still need to win their
final group match against Poland to guarantee a
place in the knock-out stages. “We cannot let up
now. Every game is a final now, we cannot make any
mistakes,” said Messi.

Fractious, forgettable 
The first half was an entirely forgettable affair.

Mexico’s back five and aggressive approach left
Argentina with little space or time to construct any-
thing. And the Mexicans never had enough players
forward to cause their opponents problems when
trying to counter. The two sets of fans deserved so
much more as they created a feverish atmosphere in
the Lusail Stadium that was close to capacity with
more than 88,000 supporters. But even Messi could

make no inroads, struggling to get on the ball and
even less so in areas where he could cause damage.

The best early chance saw big Mexico centre-
back Cesar Montes stab wide a devilish dead ball
delivery from Luis Chavez. Argentina came closest
when Mexico goalkeeper Guillermo Ochoa made a
hash of trying to punch away a Messi free-kick that
was curling dangerously towards goal. The referee’s
whistle saved Ochoa as he collapsed to the ground
claiming he was fouled. That was another feature of

the first period-players rolling around on the turf
clutching their faces after imagined contact.

Key substitutions
Alexis Vega produced Mexico’s best effort with a

fierce free-kick that Emiliano Martinez held well in
the Argentina goal. Argentina coach Lionel Scaloni
wasted little time in the second half to change things
up, bringing on three substitutes by the 63rd minute,
including Manchester City youngster Julian Alvarez

for the ineffectual Lautaro Martinez. Within a minute,
Messi was criminally left unmarked just over 20
yards from goal to take a drilled pass from Angel Di
Maria, which he cushioned with a sublime first touch
to then pick out the bottom corner with a fierce low
drive. Scaloni immediately switched to a back three,
bringing on centre-back Cristian Romero for winger
Di Maria. Mexico coach Gerardo Martino responded
by throwing on forward Raul Jimenez for a defender
and changed to a 4-3-3 formation. — AFP 

Messi’s goal revives Argentina 
WCup hopes; Mexico lose 2-0

Another loss would spell the end of tournament chances

LUSAIL: Argentina’s forward #10 Lionel Messi (right) and Argentina’s forward #15 Angel Correa fight for the ball during the Qatar 2022 World Cup Group C football match
between Argentina and Mexico on November 26, 2022. — AFP 
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Cameroon v Serbia 13:00

beIN Sports HD 1 Max

Korea Republic v Ghana 16:00

beIN Sports HD 2 Max

Brazil v Switzerland 19:00

beIN Sports HD 1 Max

Portugal v Uruguay 22:00

beIN Sports HD 2 Max

Today’s matches on TVKlinsmann’s 
criticism anger 
Iran and coach 
DOHA: Iran and coach Carlos Queiroz called on
Jurgen Klinsmann to resign from a FIFA experts
panel on Sunday after the former Germany striker
accused the Iranians of gamesmanship in their
World Cup win over Wales. Klinsmann, a member of
FIFA’s seven-member technical study group that is
analysing the World Cup in Qatar, took aim at Iran’s
antics following their 2-0 Group B win against
Wales on Friday.

The former USA coach said a series of niggling
fouls and the conduct of the Iranian coaching staff
during the game was part of a deliberate strategy to
make opponents “lose their focus”. “This is not by
coincidence. This is all purposely. This is part of
their culture, that’s how they play it,” Klinsmann
said while working as a studio analyst for the BBC.

“They work the referee-you saw the bench
always jumping off and working the linesman and

the fourth referee on the sideline. “Constantly in
their ears, constantly in your face on the field... this
is their culture. “They make you lose their focus,
make you lose your concentration and what’s really
important to you.” Klinsmann’s remarks drew a furi-
ous response from Iran’s football federation and
Queiroz, who branded the German World Cup win-
ner’s remarks a “disgrace to football.”

“Even not knowing me personally, you question
my character with a typical prejudiced judgment of
superiority,” Queiroz wrote in a series of posts on
Twitter. “No matter how much I can respect what
you did inside the pitch, those remarks about Iran
culture, Iran national team and my players are a dis-
grace to football.” “Nobody can hurt our integrity if
it is not at our level, of course,” the veteran former
Portugal coach added.

Queiroz invited Klinsmann to visit the Iranian
camp at the World Cup to “listen how much they
love and respect football” despite the “outrageous”
criticism. However he said Klinsmann would only be
welcome if he stepped down from his FIFA role.
“We just want to follow with full attention what will
be the decision of FIFA regarding your position as a
member of Qatar 2022 Technical Study Group,” he
wrote. “Because, obviously, we expect you to resign

before you visit our camp.”
Iran’s federation meanwhile drew attention to

Klinsmann’s reputation for “famous dramatic dives”
during his career, as well as Germany’s involvement
in the infamous 1982 World Cup clash with Austria
known as the “Disgrace of Gijon”, when both sides
appeared to agree on a mutually beneficial result
that eliminated Algeria. “Iran Football Federation
already asked for FIFA immediate clarification on

Jurgen Klinsmann

Foden clamor puts 
Southgate under 
pressure at WCup
AL-RAYYAN: Gareth Southgate’s refusal to use
Phil Foden during England’s drab 0-0 draw against
the United States has put renewed pressure on the
Three Lions boss ahead of their decisive World Cup
Group B clash against Wales. With England laboring
to prise open the well-drilled US defense at the Al
Bayt Stadium on Friday, it was notable that
Southgate turned to Jack Grealish and Marcus
Rashford as his attacking changes.

For the second successive World Cup game,
Manchester City playmaker Foden had started on
the bench. After a 19-minute cameo in the 6-2 win
over Iran, he was left kicking his heels as an unused

substitute as England fell flat against the US. Foden
has been frozen out by Southgate’s preference for
starting Mason Mount behind striker Harry Kane,
with Bukayo Saka on the right side of the attack and
Raheem Sterling on the left. 

While there were only muted complaints from fans
and pundits about the 22-year-old’s exile when
England crushed Iran, the spotlight on Southgate’s
decision was far harsher following a lethargic display
in the US stalemate. “For Phil Foden not to be playing
is a real shame because he’s a massive talent. He’s our
best player by a mile,” former England defender Gary
Neville said. Wayne Rooney, England’s record
goalscorer, agrees with Neville that Foden should be
part of the starting line-up. “I found it very strange
that Foden did not come on as a substitute against
the USA. He would be a key part of my starting XI if
I were the England boss,” Rooney wrote in the
Times. “Technically, he is the best footballer England
have. I think if you have a talent like Foden, you sim-
ply have to play him.” —AFP 

‘Odds stacked’ 
against African 
teams at WCup
DOHA: Ghana coach Otto Addo said Sunday the
chances of an African team reaching the latter
stages of the World Cup will remain limited until the
continent is awarded more places at the tourna-
ment. No African side has ever gone beyond the
quarter-finals at a World Cup, although Ghana were
a missed penalty away from reaching the last four at
South Africa in 2010. Addo, speaking on the eve of
his team’s Group H match against South Korea, said
Africa, with 54 teams, deserved more slots.

“There was never a point where everybody had
an equal chance at the start. Never in FIFA history,”
Addo said in Doha. “It’s very, very difficult if you
have five slots to get far. If you have 12 or 14 slots-I

don’t know how many Europe get-the probability
that a team will get further is much, much higher.”
Thirteen of the 32 nations present in Qatar come
from Europe. Asia has six representatives, with
South America and the CONCACAF region send-
ing four each.

Senegal are the only African side to have won a
match at the Qatar World Cup. None of the five
African teams who took part four years ago in
Russia made it out the group stage. “Everybody
still has chances, some more, some less, but I’m
hoping and praying at least one or two (African)
teams can advance to the next stage,” said Addo,
who played for Ghana when they made the last 16
on their World Cup debut in 2006. The Black Stars
play South Korea in their second match on Monday
after losing their opening game 3-2 to Portugal.
Addo had criticized the performance of American
referee Ismail Elfath, insisting the penalty Portugal
were awarded for a challenge on Cristiano Ronaldo
was a “gift”. But he said he had had time to reflect
on the defeat. — AFP 

AL WAKRAH: England’s forward #07 Jack Grealish (center) and England’s forward #20 Phil Foden (4th right) and
teammates take part in a training session at Al Wakrah SC Stadium in Al Wakrah, south of Doha. —AFP 

DOHA: Ghana’s coach Otto Addo (right) shares a joke with his assistants during a training session at Aspire
training zone in Doha on November 27, 2022. —AFP 


